
A GUIDE TO TEACHING DANCE  
PART 2: INSIDE INFO

ABOUT THIS RESOURCE
We got warmed up in part 1, now it's time to delve a little deeper!

This pack is full of inside info and tips I have picked up and

borrowed from my own teachers and colleagues over the years.

Some techniques I was specifically taught, others I observed and

adapted.  

So if you find something that works for you, feel free to share it

with a friend! 

START SIMPLE
Here’s a handful of links to simple songs and dances

to help you get started, simply click the pictures to

open the videoes! Enjoy... 

 

Wake up! Assembly Song, Out of the Ark Music  

Suits EYFS/KS1 

Great for replicating simple sequences and

incorporating dance practice into your daily class

routine! 

 

 

I’m a little teapot, Creator unknown (sadly,

because it’s super cute!) 

Suits EYFS/KS1 

Great for children’s first experiences in dance. Also

great for matching actions to words to help tell a

story. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gUbdNbu6ak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jotrjCfQ6N8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jotrjCfQ6N8


START SIMPLE

Diversity’s Easy Routine, Let’s Dance with

Change4Life 

Suits KS2  

Don't worry about the (worryingly) dated intro, whizz

forward to about a minute in for the steps to start!  

Great for demonstrating how to break sequences

down. It also acts as a fantastic (very brief!) intro to

hip hop/commercial dance - if you dare! 

 

 

Can’t Stop The Feeling (Justin Timberlake for film

Trolls), Just Dance 

Suits KS2 

Great for taking home and learning yourself before

delivering. Lots of opportunity for

adapting/changing bits to suit you and/or your

students. (Repeats the word ‘dance’ throughout,

too!)  

 

 

Warm up your body - Shake out, National Theatre

(with West End in School’s facilitator Sita leading!) 

Suits KS2 

Great for learning altogether as a set warm up (the

whole video is about 7 minutes long!) or for stealing

ideas to create your own class warm up. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oq_Cr_pJuwo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5y2ghDfoFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Et0RGcrgkpA


BREAK IT DOWN

BREAK IT DOWN
We learnt how to break down the steps, now lets think about how to break down the

teaching method. Using a variety of techniques will help your students to pick up and

remember routines. 

 

Finding connections 

 

If your children are able to connect a movement to the music it makes remembering it

much easier! So, try to highlight connections to the music where possible.  

 

Think of Humpty Dumpty had a great fall: 

The action for the word fall is the climax to the phrase, and so lends itself to being the

biggest (most dramatic) movement heading to the ground in one way or another. 

 

This works for both music and lyrics; where there is a nice high note, or climax in the

music and the set movement is a jump or a fast arms up - be sure your students

recognise that relationship.

Create funny sounds/names/counts and imagery to aid

memory of movements. 

 

I love doing this- full disclosure: this will simply come more

naturally to some people than others. If that’s not you, no

worries. Give it a try where you can. 

 

Like the connection of music and movement, the rhythm

and pattern of your voice will help students remember the

rhythm and pattern of the steps. It also helps create imagery

which students can refer back to perhaps more readily than

movement on its own. 
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BREAK IT DOWN

Here’s how it’s done: 

 

Using Sound 

Movement example: The body descending to a crouched position from standing. 

My go-to sound would be to blow a raspberry the whole way down! Yes, you risk

children making this silly sound whilst performing but I guarantee they won’t forget the

move! 

 

Any descending sound (like an aeroplane coming into land - think ‘feeding the baby’, a

deep ‘kerplunk’, even an ‘oooooooooh’) whilst performing the movement, instead of

counts, will highlight this particular move and aid the memory of it, and it’s place in the

routine. 

 

Similarly, from crouching to standing, an ascending whooooooop! would do the trick. 

Names 

Movement example: Jump into a star shape.  

Simply Bang! or Starfish! will do. 

 

Be sure to build up to it during the movements

preceding by saying Aaaaaaaand STARFISH!  

 

If the children get the entire sequence wrong, there’s a

strong chance they’ll still manage to hit the big moves

with the names. 
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BREAK IT DOWN

Counting 

Where rapid movements take place be sure to make your spoken counts cover each,

individual action.  

 

Movement example: A box step finishing with arms up. 

Right steps leg out

Left leg steps out

Right leg in

Left leg in

Arms up 

Imagery 

Movement example: Arms closing together in front of you from them being out wide in a T

shape, over a count of four.  

 

As you teach it, say "and we close the door - *clap*". See below. 
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All this over just two counts. As you teach it (slowly to start!) say "one-e-and-a-two". See

below. 

There is a count covering every action of the overall movement. This helps ensure

children are aware of every action and so try not to miss any. 

 

This can of course be extended depending on how many moves are being fit into

however many counts. e.g and-a-one-e-and-a-two-e-and-three-and-four (Eeek!) 



PRACTICE

I have two top tips I like to use when it comes to practicing routines with groups. 

Look for students who do particular moves or sections really well. It can be as

simple as "Wow, look at how straight Charlie’s arms are!" Singling out highlights

rather than errors will help students recognise why they’re getting bits wrong on

their own. Ensuring no confidence is stumped. 

 

The same can be done when working in pairs or groups. "See how they all turn the

same way. They all reach the floor at the same time." "Look how they really stretch

up as much as they can." Etc. Praise what you want to see to help others follow

suit. 

 

Don’t move at all, (controversial, I know!). Use visualisation to aid muscle memory. 

Have students find their own space, facing any direction, sit down, eyes closed. 

Set music to a lower volume. Invite students to imagine themselves performing the

sequence in their heads. 

 

Aid the process by voicing the movements and counting along (using your new-

found funny sounds and names for movement). Though ultimately, after some

practise, this is an opportunity for students to figure it all out and remember it

themselves.  
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